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		<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Bafii says:
:: on bridge going over info on the Learsi ::

TO_Jorae says:
::At TAC monitering systems::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::on her way to the bridge::

CMO_Linard says:
::is in her lab getting ready for the day's physicals::

MO_Morgan says:
::heads for sickbay::

CTO_Cutter says:
::at TAC2 monitoring TO::

CEOWolfe says:
::sits in the big chair::  OPS:  Ship's status?

EO_Davidson says:
:: enters ME and walks to the counsel in front of the core ::

FCO_Michaels says:
:: makes his way out the door of his quarters, but steps wrong on his bad ankle and hears it crack::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::at Science 1 initializing the sensor arrays::

Coreena says:
::slowly stirs from her mental fight from within::

OPS_Bafii says:
CEO: Sir, all systems report ready

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::enters the bridge::

FCO_Michaels says:
::lets out a yell of pain and curses:: Self: Right before duty...no....!!!

EO_Davidson says:
Self: Let's see what's going on here today :: runs a diognostic on the core ::

Host XO_Gol says:
::enters bridge:: CEO: Status.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
ALL: Hi everyone. ::walks to CEO::

MO_Morgan says:
::enters sickbay:: CMO: So have the victims.. I mean ....crew.... arrived for their physicals yet?

CEOWolfe says:
:;stands::  XO:  All ships stations are answering as ready, Sir.  We are clear and free to navigate.

FCO_Michaels says:
::hesitates calling the doctor and tries to get up but quickly finds he cannot stand::  *CMO*: Uh doc...I've got a slight problem here.

TO_Jorae says:
::tries pulling up tactical information on the Learsi's ships and defenses::

Host XO_Gol says:
CEO: Good.

CMO_Linard says:
MO: I'm waiting for them now....::looks at her roster:: I told them to be here before duty this morning...

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: I think we need to have the talk we have been pulling off for the last three days, sir.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: reads message from the CMO ::

CMO_Linard says:
*FCO* Go ahead

Coreena says:
::glares out at someone she remembers seeing, taking her councilor and frowns, wondering what he is doing here::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods at the CMO and starts preparing::

Host XO_Gol says:
FCO: Change course for sector 445.897. Warp 7.

FCO_Michaels says:
*CMO*: Well uh...I'm sitting on the floor of my quarters with a broken ankle, and I've got a duty shift in about five minutes.

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at the pannel satisfied :: Self: Well, you seem to be okay today! Time to check the impulse engines power output.

CEOWolfe says:
::nods at the counselor::  XO:  Permission to return to main engineering.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EnsSaffer*  Ensign Saffer to the bridge

SO_Spear says:
::ubiqutous scanning::

TO_Jorae says:
::Reads over the little information she can find looking for flaws::

Host XO_Gol says:
CEO: Granted.

Coreena says:
EO: Well of course I am all right... why should I not be?

CMO_Linard says:
::gets up and grabs her medikit:: *FCO* I'm on my way. MO: You're in charge until I get back, make sure the crew gets here for thier physicals!

FCO_Michaels says:
<AFCO> Aye sir.  ::fill in from Gamma Shift changes course for sector 445.897, as Ensign Michaels has not made it to his shift yet::

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at pannel as he sits down at his chair ::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::checks the status of the Reeve prgram, sees that it is running smoothly::

OPS_Bafii says:
<EnsSaffer> *Ops* On my way

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Good. Where do you want us to go sir?

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Yes Ma'am

CMO_Linard says:
::heads directly for the FCO's quarters::

CEOWolfe says:
Cnslr: Actually, I was going to head down to Science Lab 3........care to join me?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Any luck on finding the worm that Klord uses on us?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Let's go!

EO_Davidson says:
:: feels as though someone is talking to him ::

FCO_Michaels says:
::sighs and figures he'll have to contact the commander about this one...:: He's not gonna like this.  *XO*: Sir, I'm going to be a tad late for duty today, I've got a medical problem.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: I should have it discovers within afew days

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks over common attack strategies of the Learsi::

OPS_Bafii says:
<EnsSaffer> :: arrives on the bridge ::

CEOWolfe says:
::steps into the lift::  Deck 5

Coreena says:
::continues to glare at the two-legged one::

OPS_Bafii says:
EnsSaffer: Take over here, I need to report to sickbay.

Host XO_Gol says:
*FCO* Acknowledged. ::annoyed::

OPS_Bafii says:
<EnsSaffer> Ops: Aye

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::steps on lift::

EO_Davidson says:
:: shrugs it off :: Scotts: Use the core's waste energy and transfer it to the sensor array

EO_Davidson says:
<Scotts>::nods::

CMO_Linard says:
::heads down the corridor to the FCO's quarters...sees him sitting outside his door::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Things are going well sir?

MO_Morgan says:
::tries hard not to grin as she prepares for the crew physicals::

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Sir, with your permission, I will report to sickbay for my physical, Ens Saffer is here to cover.

FCO_Michaels says:
::sighs and sits on the floor of his room, dreading the arrival of the CMO, and later his appearance on the bridge::

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Hi doc ::looking sheepish::

CEOWolfe says:
Cnslr:  As well as could be expected.

Host XO_Gol says:
Ops: Hurry back.

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: For someone with a broken ankle, you don't look like you're in a lot of pain mister. ::grins and senses his pain::

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: As fast as I can sir! :: head to TL ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Good! Now about that warp core...

MO_Morgan says:
::whistles to herself::

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks for a way to exploit their short range capabilities::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: It's not a virus though some aspects appear to terminate and stay resident.

Coreena says:
::stirs around, feeling lost::

OPS_Bafii says:
TL: Sickbay.

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Ma'am, if I clenched my teeth any tighter, they'd be pushed up into my gums completely.

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at the core :: Self: SO your the one that has been talking to my wife.

CEOWolfe says:
Cnslr: Yes....the Core....I'm worried about how performance is being affected by this problem with the Bio-neural Gel Packs.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Wiping the memory would help.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: arrives on deck 5 ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Yes but... did you approach it closely?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: enters Sickbay ::

Host XO_Gol says:
AFCO: Engage course.

CEOWolfe says:
::feels the lift slow to a stop::  Cnslr:  No more than usual.....

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: That and...well, I'm kinda used to it by now.....I've sort of had this bad ankle for a while.

CMO_Linard says:
::takes out tricorder and scans his ankle:: FCO: But it's broken alright......but nothing and osteogenic stimulator can't handle.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Sensors have just improved by 0.0005%

Coreena says:
::remains silent::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks up and smiles:: Bafii: Hey there.  Thought you might be avoiding us for some reason.

FCO_Michaels says:
<AFCO> Aye Sir.  ::engages course::

EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: I have increased the sensor array by 0.005%. Shall I inform the CSO?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Well, see there's this entity... well, no. More of a sentient being living in the warp core...

CEOWolfe says:
::laughs as he steps off the lift::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: beings looks around for the CMO.. sees Morgan and smiles :: MO: Naw, just spent a little too much time here in that coma, wasn't in a hurry to come back.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: You don't believe me sir? ::steps off the lift and follows the CEO::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: I'm not going to authorize a memory just yet...did you do something to improve the sensors?

MO_Morgan says:
::grins:: OPS: I can understand that.  Ok, well it looks like I'm running the physicals for now, so...

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at the core and get a little closer :: Self: You hurt her at all, in anyway I swear you will visit space.

EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: I have increased the sensor array by .005% shall i inform the CSO?

SO_Spear says:
CSO: It wasn't me.....I'm trying to trace it now

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: Come on. I'll get you to sickbay, can you lean on me?

Coreena says:
::looks at the two-legged one hautly and reduces her energy output by 1/10th::

CEOWolfe says:
Cnslr: I'm a starfleet officer.....weird is part of my job description....however, if this 'being' is what is causing our systems to operate outside of specifications and damage the Bio-Neural Gel....then, we'll have a real problem

OPS_Bafii says:
:: grimaces :: MO: You... oh no.  You are a better doctor than an engineer right?  :: smiles ::

EO_Davidson says:
*CSO*: I have given you 0.005% better sensor output.

FCO_Michaels says:
::grins at the Doctor:: Gladly, ma'am.  ::leans on her as they make their way to sickbay.::

CEOWolfe says:
*EO*  I believe Mr Zaldivar is sharp enough to notice that increase on his own....good work.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Looks like engineering is helping out.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: This "being" is called Coreena... she can take the form of holograms when she is in the Holodeck or somewhere with an EMH.

MO_Morgan says:
::makes a face:: OPS: Everyone is a comedian. Just for that I might be forced... ::grabs a pair of gloves:: to snap these and mutter those infamous words.... urn your head and cough <G>

CSO_Zaldivar says:
*EO*: We noticed Mr. Davidson, thank you.

CEOWolfe says:
::arrives in the lab::  How quaint....

FCO_Michaels says:
::cringes in pain as he puts even the tiniest amount of weight on the ankle::

CMO_Linard says:
::puts her arm around the FCO's waist and helps him along::

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks for ways to enhance their shield capabilities or fire power::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: gives the MO the "so what stare" ::

EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*: Engineer to bridge

CMO_Linard says:
*MO* Have our patients arrived for thier check-ups?

MO_Morgan says:
:;sigh:: OPS: Ok ok... lets get this show on the road then. Come over here and have a seat ...

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: What's the status of your investigation on the astrometrics display?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: She "talks" to people even though she is in the warp core...

SO_Spear says:
CSO: I have orders to report to sickbay

OPS_Bafii says:
:: sits down where the MO indicated ::

MO_Morgan says:
*CMO* Bafii has and I was just about to get started. Did you want me to wait?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Dismissed. Return when Mrs. Frankenstein is done with you.

CEOWolfe says:
:;places the first set of samples on the Quad-Core Spectrum Analysis Table::

SO_Spear says:
::heads for TL:: TL: Sickbay.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Well, that's what I believe that she was "talking" to the CEO but I cannot prove it.

EO_Davidson says:
*Bridge*: Engineering to bridge, do you read?

CEOWolfe says:
Cnslr:  Perhaps you're the one who needs counseling

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: So, Doctor... have you seen my little shipwide message yet?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::stands next to the CEO::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: The search and retrieve program is still running, apparently the target has made quite a lot of entries recently.

MO_Morgan says:
::shrugs and starts:: OPS: Hmmm?  Um.. which one?

CMO_Linard says:
*MO* No, go ahead....you should have Spear, Gol and Davidson on the roster as well.

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO:  Very good.

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: About the play... Alice in Wonderland

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: How are you doing?....if you're in a lot of pain we can take a short cut.

MO_Morgan says:
*CMO* Understood.

Coreena says:
::watches the two-legged thief::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: I'm not crazy... ask doctor Linard about how weird was our previous CEO. He was staring at the core for hours. And when we read him, we heard him "answer" to questions...

EO_Davidson says:
*XO*: Commander, I have just noticed a 10% power drain in the core power out put. is the CEO up there.

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: A transporter trip would be much less painless....or is this what I deserve for not coming in two weeks ago when I fractured it?

SO_Spear says:
::arrives in Sickbay:: CMO: Reporting as ordered.

MO_Morgan says:
::reading scan results:: Bafii: I read it..  I'm not much of an actor type person though.

EO_Davidson says:
:: runs a diognostic ::

Host XO_Gol says:
*EO* No, he left a few minutes ago for engineering.

CEOWolfe says:
CNS: Then perhaps the...who was it...Young...was a few drones short of a Cube.... ::begins analysis::  whatever the case, if this being is what is causing our Computer system to malfunction, something must be done about it.

MO_Morgan says:
::looks up at the SO::: SO: She's not here, but you can take a seat over there. ::points:: I'll be with you in a second.

EO_Davidson says:
*XO*: I shall inform him then. Sorry to bother you. Was the warp affected?

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: I'm not that cruel....but you SHOULD have come let me take a look at it......::taps commbadge::

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: So, what's your point? :: puts on his best smile ::  That's why I picked Alice in Wonderland... you don't have to be an actor.. just want to have some fun.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: nods to SO :: SO: Hi ya

CMO_Linard says:
*bridge* Two to beam to sickbay.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Well, I wanted you to know about the existance of Coreena. And by the way, she is the reason why we could excape from the Re'tat...

Host XO_Gol says:
AFCO: Have you noticed any difference in warp power?

SO_Spear says:
Bafii: Hi

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Yeah, yeah, I know...I got the lecture from just about everybody...

SO_Spear says:
::takes seat::

OPS_Bafii says:
<EnsSaffer> *CMO* Understood.. :: initiates transport ::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks up for a second and then continues the work up:: Bafii: Uh huh... Have you ever read that book?  It makes no sense!

EO_Davidson says:
:: nothing shows on diognostic ::

CEOWolfe says:
::eyebrows furrow, and gives the Cnslr a hard look before returning to his work::

CMO_Linard says:
::materializes with the FCO in SB::

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: Why does it have to make sense?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: What sir? What did I say wrong?

EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Sir, I require your assistance

MO_Morgan says:
::shrugs:: OPS: Makes me feel better when things make SOME sense.

SO_Spear says:
OPS: Is she hurting you yet?

MO_Morgan says:
::sees CMO materialize with FCO, but continues work up::

CEOWolfe says:
::sighs and mutters:: We'll never figure this out....
*EO*  What is it?

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: That's boring... but if that is what you like

CMO_Linard says:
::helps FCO to a biobed and lets him sit down:: FCO: Wait here.....I'll be right back....::gets her tools::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: smile widens ::

FCO_Michaels says:
<AFCO>: Checking sir. ::the young officer's inexperience shows like a light bulb in the dark::

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Naw... just turning me down for the play.. what about you?

EO_Davidson says:
:: cheks the anti-matter relays:: *CEO*: The core's power out put has dropped 10%

CEOWolfe says:
*EO* Nature?

SO_Spear says:
OPS: When are the auditions?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::Waits for an answer::

FCO_Michaels says:
::Sighs and sits on the biobed waiting::

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles to herself:: Bafii: Guess I'm just a boring, straight laced sort of person

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: When are you free?

CMO_Linard says:
::gets her osteogenic stimulator and sets to work on the FCO::

EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Unknown sir. i ran a diognostic and got nothing

CEOWolfe says:
::continues running scans::

OPS_Bafii says:
MO: That's okay.. you make the rest of us look crazy.. otherwise we might not know

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: Time to the Learsi sector?

SO_Spear says:
OPS: I'm off at 2200 hrs

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Sir? What did I say you didn't like?

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks for a weakness, but not finding one, furrows her brows::

MO_Morgan says:
::grinning to herself, thinking about some of her 'not so boring pranks':: Bafii: Uh huh...

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: ETA, 14 hours.

FCO_Michaels says:
<AFCO> XO: That's a negative sir, no significant change in warp drive efficiency.

CEOWolfe says:
*EO*  On my way.....
Cnslr:  Whatever, whoever, is "living" in my warp core.....if it is why our computer system is frying itself...then perhaps new living arrangements will be have to be made....

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: This shouldn't take long.....I might as well give you your physical while we wait huh?

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at the core :: Self: Why did you drop your power out put?

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Third shift... hmm I plan on being asleep... send me your schedule and I'll find a good time

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes up:: OPS: Well... I think you're done.  Now, was that so painful?

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Aw doc, do you have to? I'm already late for duty as it is, the Commander's gonna have my head!

SO_Spear says:
OPS: Will do

OPS_Bafii says:
:: notices a funny look cross the MO's eyes, but lets it go ::

EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Bring the CNS along with you. she may be able to talk to what is in the warp core

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CEO: Alright sir. I think I've told you everything I know on the matter. Have a good day sir.

CEOWolfe says:
::stands and sets the computer to run several core diagnostics and scans on the goo before heading to engineering::

Host XO_Gol says:
*EO* Sorry about the wait lieutenant, there is no chage in warp power.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::Begins scanning Learsi communications channels::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: stands :: MO: Hmm.. let me think about that...  :: smiles ::

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: For a broken ankle? I don't think so, Lieutenant. If he gives you any trouble, you just tell him to call me....okay? ::smiles::

EO_Davidson says:
*XO*: No, worries commander. I now what it can be like up there. Can you watch the power then?

MO_Morgan says:
OPS: Ha ha... funny. ::makes a face:: Now scat before the CMO thinks of another reason you should be here.

FCO_Michaels says:
::feels a little bit better at that::  CMO: OK, I will, and it's Ensign m'am, but thanks for the compliment.

OPS_Bafii says:
CMO/FCO: I'm looking to see you two at auditions too!  :: leaves Sickbay ::

CEOWolfe says:
::arrives at the lifts and steps aboard:: Main engineering.

Host XO_Gol says:
*EO* We'll let you know if anything changes.

SO_Spear says:
:: remembers that mess the MO made in ENG, wonders if she could do that to a human::

FCO_Michaels says:
::looks at the CMO:: Auditions?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: heads for the bridge ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::waits and exits after CEO does, waits for a TL::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Learsi comm channels are pretty much boring chatter for now.

CMO_Linard says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: What auditions?

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at the SO:: SO: Looks like it's your turn.

OPS_Bafii says:
::arrives on the bridge and takes his station::  EnsSaffer: Thanks Dan... you're dismissed

EO_Davidson says:
:: gets up and walks to core :: Self: I know there is something wrong here. But what? come on hit me, what am i saying. the warp core is not a human being

SO_Spear says:
::shudders:: MO: Is this going to hurt?

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks up as Bafii arrives on the bridge::

CEOWolfe says:
:;steps out and walks into Engineering:: EO: What have ya got?

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Beats the heck out of me, something Bafii has planned, I think I got a message from him about it, but things have been rather...difficult for me right now, I didn't pay much attention.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: checks ship status ::

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: Can we contact the evacuated personnel?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::gets on the TL:: TL: Bridge!

MO_Morgan says:
::leers:: SO: Only if you want it to. ::starts laughing:: SO: No... it won't hurt

Coreena says:
::looks at the one whom she has figured out has replaced her James and just watches him::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: I don't see why not, do we know what ship? Or ships they are on?

SO_Spear says:
MO: OK, I just want you to know I have a low threshold for pain....

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::exits TL and enters Bridge::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods seriously:: SO: Duly noted.

EO_Davidson says:
:: turns around :: CEO: Inconclusive. Nothing at the moment. We should call the CNS to come down so she can talk to the "Correna" or what ever it is

OPS_Bafii says:
:: notices warp power deficiency, but sees that Engineering is already aware ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: So, where are we?

CMO_Linard says:
::is almost finshed with the FCO:: FCO: Oh? I must have missed that one...I will look for it later....::runs a few more scans as the stimulator is finishing the FCO's ankle::

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: Check with tactical, they may have information on the ships sent to that sector.

MO_Morgan says:
::starts work up on Spear::

CEOWolfe says:
:;walks up to the main engineering console and folds his arms::  EO:  Warp field status?

FCO_Michaels says:
::starts to squirm wanting this whole thing to be over with::

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: Approxiamtely 14 hours from the rendezvous point.

EO_Davidson says:
:: runs over to panel and checks the field status ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: Ah... Any news from SF about what is going on there?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Do we have any data on the evacuation status of the federation personnel formerly stationed in the Learsi area?

SO_Spear says:
MO: Ouch!

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: Other than the all too short message about evacuated personnel, no.

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: Well looks like we're almost done here....::gives him something for any additional pain or discomfort he may have::

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: Sir what about enganing the back upu reactors

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at SO, amused:: SO: Um... I haven't touched you yet.

SO_Spear says:
MO: Oh.

CTO_Cutter says:
CSO: Nothing yet. Only that they've been ordered out for an unknown reason.

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Thanks doc.  ::jumps down ready to leave, and winces a bit as it's still a little sore::

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs and goes back to her scans::

Host XO_Gol says:
AFCO: If you notice any decreased in warp performance notify engineering immediately.

CEOWolfe says:
EO:  Why? We are still within operational parameters - however, a powerdrain of 10% is indicative of a malfunctioning system.  We're bleeding power off somewhere....power just doesn't disappear.

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: The integrity is down 10%, in fact everything to do with warp core is down 10%

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: And what about the Learsi? I think Hayden has encountered them before? How are they like?

FCO_Michaels says:
<AFCO> XO: Aye sir, it's just gone down 10%.

FCO_Michaels says:
<AFCO>: *CEO*: Sir, I'm reading a ten percent reduction in the warp core power output.

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: Yes, we have. And they don't like us very much actually. They prefer to live in a very different lifestyle.

CMO_Linard says:
::reaches to assist him as he cringes in pain:: FCO: Hey, take it easy, Ensign! Do you want to end up back here? I won't use a transporter next time...I'll make you walk......::gives him a wry grin::

FCO_Michaels says:
::hangs head::  CMO: Sorry m'am. Can I go now? I've got my duty shift.

CEOWolfe says:
EO: Check the Bioneural Gel.  If this holds, we're going to have to drop from warp and begin checking everything from the ground up

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: Should we signal yellow alert?

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at the pensive SO and smiles:: SO: almost done...

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: It's a good thing that chair will be of benefit to you....you'll need to stay off that ankle for the next 48 hrs...

CSO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: Mr Baffi, set up a repeating message targeted at all evacuated SF personell, requesting their status.

CMO_Linard says:
FCO: Dismissed.....

CEOWolfe says:
EO: No

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: Mmm... We will have to be cautious in dealing with them... Do you have an idea about why they evicted our people?

FCO_Michaels says:
CMO: Ok, Doc, thanks.  ::walks out briskly with a sigh of relief and heads for the bridge::

EO_Davidson says:
:: nods and checks the unreal gel packs ::

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Aye sir. Shall I check with SFC also?

Coreena says:
::listens to the CEO wondering what he is finding wrong::

CMO_Linard says:
::shakes head and watches him leave:: Self: And I thought I was nice to be around ....why everyone is so anxious to get out of here is beyond me.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: sets up status request message on all standard frequencies ::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: Yes, review all incoming SFC broadcasts for pertinent mission data.

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Aye.

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at the warp core :: Self: Nothing I said, a machine doesn't have feelings.

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes up the physical on the SO::

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: No further deterioration in gel packs.

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: Most likely it had to do with technology, knowing the Learsi. I'm rather shocked we ever managed to get some people stationed there at all.

SO_Spear says:
:: gives ther MO a shy grin::

CMO_Linard says:
MO: Who's next on the roster?...Has Commander Gol been in?

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles at the SO::

CEOWolfe says:
*XO*  Bridge, Engineering.  We're noticing a flatline 10% power loss in the warp core.  If this persists, we're going to have to drop from warp and consider running level 5 diagnostics across the board.

Coreena says:
::looks over at the two-legged thief then back to the CEO::

FCO_Michaels says:
::takes the turbolift to the bridge and steps out, relieving his junior officer of the helm::  XO: My apologies for being late sir, had a broken ankle the doc had to take care of.

SO_Spear says:
MO: Done yet?

MO_Morgan says:
::turns and looks at the CMO:: CMO: Nope, he hasn't.  And neither has Davidson.

EO_Davidson says:
:: feels like he is being watched by something ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: Yeah, from what I read about the Learsi that could be the reason... but I wonder why now? Why not years aga?

MO_Morgan says:
SO: yup... all done. You can run away now. ::smiles::

CMO_Linard says:
:;sighs:: Do I have to get Jason to drag them down here?

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: Permission to go to the bridge and check from up there?

Host XO_Gol says:
*CEO* Very well, keep me informed.

CMO_Linard says:
::looks at the chronometer:: MO: Oh, well it's too late now.....::mutters:: How conveinient.

SO_Spear says:
MO: I wasn't that bad. ::laughs::

CEOWolfe says:
EO:  Very well, Engineering 1 is up and running.

EO_Davidson says:
:: nods and heads for the bridge ::

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs:: CMO: I know..

SO_Spear says:
::heads for TL::

CMO_Linard says:
*XO* Linard to Gol.

Coreena says:
::watches the two-legged one leave.  As the door closes, power increases back to normal::

MO_Morgan says:
::smiles at the SO::

EO_Davidson says:
:: enters TL :: TL:Bridge

FCO_Michaels says:
::checks over the helm and makes sure everything is as it should be, and switches flight controls over to manual::

EO_Davidson says:
:: TL stops and enters bridge and stands behind the commander for a second ::

SO_Spear says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

Host XO_Gol says:
*CMO* Gol here.

CEOWolfe says:
::eyes narrow, watching the core carefully, then back to the console::  Computer:  Run a level 1 diagnostic on the Crystal Chamber.

CMO_Linard says:
*XO* Just a friendly reminder, Commander. You missed your physical this morning, so I'll be expecting you after your shift this evening.

CTO_Cutter says:
XO: Busted!

EO_Davidson says:
:: goes to E1 :: *CEO*: The power out put is back up now? What did you do?

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks over her shoulder and chuckles just a little::

Host AGM_John says:
<Computer> All systems are within normal paramrters

OPS_Bafii says:
:: sends Brynn a copy of the audition poster on his screen with a message - audition of face more snow ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: What is your input on those Learsi? What do you know about them? I'm sorry if I'm asking a lot but I want to be ready to deal with them.

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at the CMO and grins:: CMO: Friendly reminder my aunt fanny!

CEOWolfe says:
*EO*  Magic.....

Host XO_Gol says:
*CMO* My sincerest apologies doctor, it must have slipped my mind. ::grinning::

SO_Spear says:
::arrives on bridge::

EO_Davidson says:
XO: Sir, core power is back up to 100%

Coreena says:
::watches the computer run the diagnostic, wishing people would stop doing that.  James never did::

Host XO_Gol says:
*EO* Good work.

CMO_Linard says:
*CTO*: Oh and Jason, you have my permission to make sure he makes it on time.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Reporting back, Sir.

EO_Davidson says:
XO: Sir, no need to use comm I am right here.

FCO_Michaels says:
::snickers and writes back, "Did we have fun getting into our quarters last night?"::

CMO_Linard says:
*XO* I look forward to it Commander. ::grins back::

EO_Davidson says:
:: walks in view of XO ::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: All in one piece I hope.

CTO_Cutter says:
*CMO*: Just remember that at the court martial.

CEOWolfe says:
::closes channel, punching up the analysis so far of the clouded Bioneural Goo in SCI Lab 3::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::Stands next to the XO and waits for an answer::

CMO_Linard says:
*CTO* I'm not worried about that. 

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Very fortunatly

OPS_Bafii says:
:: to Brynn "I didn't have any problems... should I have"  smiles widly at Brynn's back ::

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: I apologize, it was not the Learsi who rejected technology.

EO_Davidson says:
*MO*: You two busy down there?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Well continue monitoring the Learsi comm channels and the LRS.

CTO_Cutter says:
*CMO*: Sure... it's not your court marital!

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: Oh... well, do you remember something about them?

CMO_Linard says:
*EO* Actually no, Lieutenant. Are you?

Coreena says:
::slips into her engineering form and walks over behind the CEO, peeking over his shoulder::

SO_Spear says:
::monitors::

FCO_Michaels says:
::shoots a look at Bafii and thinks "I'll get you yet!"::

MO_Morgan says:
*EO* Not too busy for you to report for your physical...

EO_Davidson says:
*CMO*: Unfortunately, no.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Have we made contact yet?

CMO_Linard says:
*CTO*: Oh don't worry, I'll be attending for support.

CEOWolfe says:
::spares a glance:: Yeoman:  Can I help you?

EO_Davidson says:
:: walks to TL ::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: stiffles a laugh and returns to his work ::

CMO_Linard says:
*EO* Wonderful! Then you can report to sickbay for your physical immediately then. See you in a few minutes.

CTO_Cutter says:
*CMO*: Thanks for the support Kat.  Don't you have a physical to give?

Coreena says:
::shakes head and continues to look::

EO_Davidson says:
*CMO*: Is that an order ma'am?

CMO_Linard says:
*CTO* Actually no......

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs as she hears her brother bickering with the CMO::

CMO_Linard says:
*EO* That's an order Lt.

OPS_Bafii says:
SO: Are you getting anything on the Learsi channels?

FCO_Michaels says:
::turns back to the helm and continues monitoring course and navigation sensors::

CEOWolfe says:
Yeoman:  As you were...return to your post ::goes back to reading the sensors...frowning::

EO_Davidson says:
TL: SB

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Not yet , I'm still monitoring

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Not yet, I don't expect them to put out a welcome mat though...

EO_Davidson says:
:: Just a short ride to the dreaded deck 5 ::

MO_Morgan says:
~~~CTO: Would you stop your whining?~~~

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: Well, I'll ask around for info on the Learsi, we need to be prepared.

CMO_Linard says:
*CTO* Don't you have something to shoot off? ....besides your mouth?

Coreena says:
::moves toward the other side of him to observe over his shoulder::

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: Please prepare a briefing on the Learsi and send to all senior officers stations for review.

EO_Davidson says:
:: walks down the corridor and enters SD :: CMO: Hello.. :: hangs head down ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The CEO's test start to tickle Coreena

TO_Jorae says:
::stifles a laugh as she hears the CMO over Cutter's combadge::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: I'm recieving a tight beam telemetry.

CTO_Cutter says:
~~~MO: Hmmmm.... bite me?~~~

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::turns to face the CSO::

Coreena says:
::a shiver goes through her resulting in a giggle::

CTO_Cutter says:
*CMO*:  No Maam, LCDR Ma'am... I'll get right back to work now maam!

EO_Davidson says:
:: stands to see noboy noticing him and turns around to go out ::

MO_Morgan says:
~~~CTO: Nice... Feeling loved now.. ::mentally kicks the brat boy::~~~

CMO_Linard says:
*CTO* Thaaaat's a good boy......::whispers:: See you tonight?

SO_Spear says:
CSO: There appear to be many transmission in a narrow beam.....filtering now

EO_Davidson says:
:: tries to sneak out the door ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CSO: Sir, where you on Hayden when you last encountered the Learsi?

CMO_Linard says:
EO: Hey, back here!!

CTO_Cutter says:
*CMO*  Uh huh.

EO_Davidson says:
:: turns around :: CMO: Cannot blame me for trying.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: A tight beam? Do you mean that the lack of comm traffic is evidence that the Learsi are using tight beams to evade our general sweeps?

CTO_Cutter says:
~~~MO: Don't make me beat you up AGAIN.~~~

CMO_Linard says:
EO: Unless you want this to be painful...it really isn't....::motions to the biobed::....

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CNs: Yes I was the FCO at the time.

CEOWolfe says:
::smirks, not looking up from the console::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Precisely

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: Commander, have you prepared the briefing?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CSO: What do you remember about them?

MO_Morgan says:
~~::chokes on laughter:: CTO:Excuse me? Again? I don't remember anything like that.~~

FCO_Michaels says:
CNS: And be glad he isn't any longer, I can't even begin to tell you all the stories I've heard.

CEOWolfe says:
::begins mentally taking notes...not wanting to put anything down yet:: Yeoman: Something funny?

EO_Davidson says:
:: jumps up on BIO bed :: CMO: Is it possible I could get the last check up you did on izzy?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: I have a general guide but nothing substansive yet.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::smiles at FCO and looks back at CSO for an answer::

CMO_Linard says:
EO: Well, I know she's your wife, but that's classified information.......

Coreena says:
::steps back, a giggling fit starting to come over her.  Puts a hand up to her mouth in annoyance::

EO_Davidson says:
CMO: I have a right to know what is going on with her.

CMO_Linard says:
::runs her scanner:: EO: That's up to her to tell you.

Host XO_Gol says:
CSO: Send what you have, we only need the newer crew members to be aware of previous encounters.

EO_Davidson says:
:: puts on hand on his side hoping noone notices ::

SO_Spear says:
::still trying to filter out the beam::

Coreena says:
CEO:  Must you do that?  It is VERY annoying.

CMO_Linard says:
::looks at the EO:: EO: Have you had this pain long?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CNS: They are a race split into clans, one clan per planet, each clan is lead by a religous leader/elder.

CEOWolfe says:
Yeoman: I beg your.....::turns and looks::  Who in the...hell..are you?

EO_Davidson says:
CMO: I got no pain.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CSO: I know we will get a briefing on the Learsi, but I want your experience... what you felt... What they are like.

CMO_Linard says:
EO: Then why do you have your hand on your side?

Coreena says:
CEO: Why does everyone keep asking me that question?  I am who I am.

CEOWolfe says:
::mentally snickers...remembering an old earth cartoon about a sailor and a spinach fetish::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CNS: Honestly, I don't remember feeling much of anything, except concern for Kathleen, she was on the AT's for that mission.

EO_Davidson says:
:: grins :: CMO: I was in the gym last night, Izzy said I was day dreaming about something when she found me on the floor. she noticed this bruse :: pulls up uniform enough so she can see::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CNS: They are loyal to the point of fanatacism, I do remember that.

SO_Spear says:
::is close to a breakthrough::

Coreena says:
::stands glaring at the CEO in annoyance::

CEOWolfe says:
Person: If you aren't part of my staff, then get the hell off my deck ::goes back to his scans::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CSO: Okay, thank you, any suggestions on how to treat them?

CMO_Linard says:
::runs her scanner over the bruise:: EO: Ahh, a few pulled muscles. Nothing serious.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CNS: Respect all of their customs to the letter, they take them very seriously.

Coreena says:
CEO: This is MY deck.  NOT yours.

MO_Morgan says:
::filling out reports on last physicals ::

CMO_Linard says:
::runs a few tests ..continuing his physical::

EO_Davidson says:
CMO: Thanks, once your done I can go back to duty?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CSO: Thank you. Who else on the crew was aboard Hayden when you last encountered them?

CEOWolfe says:
::laughs::  Now see here little Girl....until they put four pips on your collar, Engineering is mine, I'm the one in charge

CMO_Linard says:
::sighs and shakes her head grinning:: EO: And what if I said no?.....

EO_Davidson says:
CMO: Ma'am, then I will still go back to duty :: smiles ::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CNS: The captain and CMO Linard where on board...Cutter might have just come on, I can't remember exactly.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CSO: Thanks.

Coreena says:
::starts to stomp her foot then stops:: CEO: What is a pip?

CEOWolfe says:
::points to his three solid, gold pips::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Sir, there seems to be a temporal rift forming.

CMO_Linard says:
::chuckles:: EO: Not under my orders you won't.....

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: I am going to SB in case I'm needed...

SO_Spear says:
::tries to pinpoint::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: checks his readings ::

TO_Jorae says:
::Pulls the SCI scans online at TAC::

EO_Davidson says:
*CEO*: Sir, I shall be shortly delayed in returning.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: What? Full sweep now.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: Reroute power to the SO's scans.

SO_Spear says:
::begins full sweep::

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Aye :: begins reroute to all sensors etc ::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: We have discovered an anomaly, scanning it now.

EO_Davidson says:
CMO: You don't think I will?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::exits Bridge and heads for SB via TL::

EO_Davidson says:
:: laughs ::

CMO_Linard says:
::begins to finish up with the EO, but doesn't tell him::

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: Very well, I'll attempt to get you more info on the Learsi.

Coreena says:
:;Looks at the little buttons and shrugs then slips over toward the console, takes one finaly look, lays her hand on it, scrambling everything there and turns her back to walk away::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: All info gather by the CEO's scans is scrambled.

CMO_Linard says:
EO: Don't tempt me Lieutanat......I CAN make this hurt.....::grins sarcastically::

EO_Davidson says:
CMO: Thanks for getting this done so fast. Helps heaving a wife with medical back round.

TO_Jorae says:
::Looks at the scans trying to figure out what the anomoly is::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::exits TL and enters SB::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: watches indicators go crazy on my board ::

EO_Davidson says:
:: hops off the bed and go to door and bumps into Izzy ::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::sees Jay with CMO Linard::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: It's growing exponetialy!

OPS_Bafii says:
*CEO* Any problems down there I should know about?

CMO_Linard says:
::closes tricorder and looks at him:: EO: Dismissed. Now go before I change my mind and think of another reason to keep you here.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
EO: It went well?

EO_Davidson says:
Izzy: Sorry dear, I will talk to you later ::exits and heads for ME ::

TO_Jorae says:
::Eyes widen as she looks at the info that sci is feeding her::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::walks to CMO::

CEOWolfe says:
::sigh::  I really wished you hadn't done that....
Computer: Re-initialize Main Engineering Console 1 - Authorization Wolfe 991 Alpha Charlie.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CMO: Doctor, I would like to talk to you about the Learsi...

EO_Davidson says:
:: enters ME and see a person standing next to CEO he has seen before :: Person:YOU!!

Host AGM_John says:
<computer> Unable to comply

SO_Spear says:
CSO Were starting to experiance temporal distortion

CMO_Linard says:
CNS: Sure thing, counselor.....would you like to join me in my office?

Coreena says:
CEO:  Do what?  I don't exist ::enters the core:: there fore, I can not do anything...

Host AGM_John says:
<Computer> All information on that subject has been wiped.

EO_Davidson says:
*CNS*: Coreena has appeared again.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CMO: Yes please. ::follows Linard in her office::

EO_Davidson says:
:: walks to CEO :: CEO: You okay, sir?

CEOWolfe says:
::taps badge::  *Engineering*  All engineering crew evacuate main engineering spaces.....
Computer:  Deactivate ALL Holographic Emitters, emergency override Wolfe 1123 Tango Charlie Delta

MO_Morgan says:
::putters about sickbay::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
*EO*: I am busy. Talk to her.

CEOWolfe says:
EO: Out ::points::

FCO_Michaels says:
::leans back in his seat listening to the chit chat on the bridge::

CMO_Linard says:
::motions to a chair:: CNS: Have a seat. What can I help you with?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: watching crazy stuff in engineering - starts to worry ::

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: Do you want me to go too?

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
CMO: I would like to have your input on the Learsi. Who to deal with them. What I should watch out for.

OPS_Bafii says:
*CEO/EO* What's going on down there?

CEOWolfe says:
EO: Out....!!

SO_Spear says:
::monitors rift::

Coreena says:
::watches the CEO and shakes her head at him::

CEOWolfe says:
*OPS*: Nothing.

CEOWolfe says:
::turns off the lights on his way out::

CMO_Linard says:
::sighs:: CNS: Well I would have to review my logs....but from what I remember their minds are very well disciplined....I couldn't read them very well. They are very tradition and religion oriented...and easily led......

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The AGM waves his wand and time advances 13 Hrs

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: I wish to stay with you

OPS_Bafii says:
:: hears the CEO's response, but knows what his board is saying ::

Coreena says:
::takes one of the energy strands and turns the lights back on::

SO_Spear says:
::checks chronometer:: CSO: We've jumped ahead 13 hrs.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: feels like he has been standing in the same spot for 13 hours ::

EO_Davidson says:
CEO: Sir what is going on?

SO_Spear says:
CSO: My chronometer is malfunctioning

TO_Jorae says:
::Scanning the system for ships::

FCO_Michaels says:
XO: We're approaching the outer rim of Learsi space sir.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Multiple ships appear on LRS.

CEOWolfe says:
::wiggles into the Jefferies tubes, shuffling toward the Primary Computer Conduit::  EO: Are you familiar with the concept of Sensory Depravation.....

TO_Jorae says:
XO: Sir, we have multiple contacts on LRS.

Host XO_Gol says:
FCO: Slow to impulse.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
::is on the bridge standing next to the XO::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Mulitple ships on LRS, feeding to Tac and Flight control.

MO_Morgan says:
::leans against desk and hollars at the CMO::: CMO: So, are we done with the physials now? ::tiredly running hand through her hair::

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at CEO:: CEO: NO sir, where are we going?

FCO_Michaels says:
FCO: Aye sir.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::patches LRS data to consoles.::

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: I have learned a great deal about the Learsi...

FCO_Michaels says:
::slows to impulse and tracks the ships on his sensors::

OPS_Bafii says:
::sets down his double strong coffee as the readings start popping up ::

CEOWolfe says:
EO: Well.....I'm going to get control of engineering back....with or without the malicious entity currently residing in that Core......

Coreena says:
::takes another energy strand and heads toward the holodeck...::

Host XO_Gol says:
Cns: Excellent, you may do all negotiations with them.

CNS_Hewitt-Davidson says:
XO: Thank you sir.

CMO_Linard says:
MO: Yes, they are all done.

EO_Davidson says:
:: looks at CEO:: CEO: Gain control back?

MO_Morgan says:
::sighs and mutters:: Self: Wonderful.

Host XO_Gol says:
TO: Are they're weapons up?
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